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Business Plan

Executive Summary

Frank automates the preconstruction process for renovation contractors 

and homeowners. With Frank, contractors can meet with a client, answer 

a series of questions about the project, and generate a stunningly 

complete project plan and estimate before walking out the door. 

Contractors benefit from unprecedented speed and accuracy, and 

homeowners get immediate answers they can actually understand.

2019

Los Angeles, CA

Zach Schlossberg and Dennis Ketcham

$450B

$2B

$206M

Renovation Contractors (primary); Interior Designers; 

Specialty Contractors; Homeowners.

Pre-Seed: $375k (completed); Seed: $1.2-$2.5M; Follow-On 

Rounds TBD

$75-180M within 3 years

Founded: 

Headquarters:

Founders: 

Industry Size:

SAM: 

Projected ARR by 2025: 

Target Audience:

Fundraising:

Exit:

Quick Facts

Mission Vision

To improve contractors’ ability to win jobs 

and reduce costs while empowering 

homeowners to make better decisions.

To become the leading provider of software 

for the remodeling industry by making 

projects transparent, simple, and automatic 

for construction professionals and 

homeowners.

“
”

“

”

*These are forward-looking projections that cannot be guaranteed. 2
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One-Page Summary

Context

A new entry in the growing world of construction 

tech, Frank is here to bring the digital innovation to 

residential remodeling – a $450 billion sector in 

need of purpose-built technology solutions.¹

Problem Space

Founded by one former renovation 

contractor-turned-management consultant and 

one current contractor, Frank is born of deep 

knowledge of industry practices and pain points.

 

The problem to solve is clear: renovation 

contractors spend far too much time estimating – 

18 hours per week on average.² At the same time, 

homeowners wait forever to get bids and don’t 

know how to evaluate them when they do come 

through.

The Product

Frank solves this problem by allowing contractors to 

run through a series of project questions with the 

client in an on-site or remote consultation. Behind 

the scenes, Frank uses built-in local pricing data 

and proprietary construction logic to put together a 

stunningly complete estimate automatically. By the 

time the contractor ends the meeting, they can 

send a detailed ballpark range to the client. 

Back at the office, Frank produces a specific 

estimate that the contractor can look over, edit, and 

send as a fully dialed-in proposal in record time. 

Best of all, Frank learns each company’s pricing with 

repeated use, meaning that automated estimates 

require less editing over time. 

The results have been astounding. Estimates that 

used to take contractors 6 hours to complete over 

the course of 3 weeks can now be finished in a 

single hour, all in one day.³ 

Competitive Edge

No competitor can automate the estimating 

process to this degree because none of them use 

Frank’s unique project questionnaire system to 

gather data on-site – coupled with proprietary 

construction intelligence on the back end.

Business Model

Frank earns constant SaaS revenue from contractor 

subscribers and will scale up ARR through an 

in-app appliance marketplace, digital invoicing  

and payments, and selling “job won”  leads 

submitted by  homeowners using our questionnaire 

system.

Progress

Our team has a working prototype in use every day 

at FD Building Co. in New York, as well as a fully 

designed software experience currently being built 

(see a detailed product demo at frank-app.com). 

With initial outreach,  250+ customers have already 

signed up to be Frank’s first customers at launch.

Funding

After a $375k pre-seed round, we are currently 

raising a $1.2-$2.5 million seed round to finish 

engineering a market-ready product (~60% of ask)  

and sign up our first 500 customers (~40%). 

¹ https://www.remodeling.hw.net/benchmarks/remodeling-550/the-2014-remodeling-550_o
² Data generated in-house through renovationstats.com survey. 
³ Claim based on results of prototype usage at our co-development partners at FD Building Co.
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Team Overview

Zach Schlossberg | Co-Founder and CEO

After owning and operating a renovation contracting firm in Brooklyn for 8 years, 

Zach earned an MS in Industrial Design and an MBA. He then worked as an Imagineer 

at Disney and a consultant at BCG, giving him broad experience in product 

development and business strategy to go along with strong construction knowledge.

Dennis Ketcham | Co-Founder and Head of Sales

For over 15 years, Dennis has been the head of FD Building Co., a renovation 

company in New York with over 25 employees and more than $15M in annual sales. 

With his deep construction network and executive experience, Dennis is responsible 

for achieving Frank’s sales, profitability, cash flow, and business goals. 

Zach Buchman | Head of Product

A Stanford alum with an MS in Design and an MBA, Zach spent 3 years as the 

seniormost product researcher at Procore, a construction SaaS company now 

valued at over $11B. At Frank, he is in charge of the company’s intensive, user-centric 

approach to new product development.

Clay Rodriguez | Head of Design

A Rio de Janeiro native with masters’ degrees in design and business, Clay has years 

of experience with branding and UX as a consultant for multinational companies in 

Europe. At Frank, she is responsible for the look, feel, and overall user experience of 

the software. 

Ryne Benson | Full Stack Engineer

After studying computer science at CBU, Ryne gained experience building apps for a 

number of e-commerce and SaaS companies. He is in charge of our technical 

development and works to ensure the performance and scalability of Frank’s 

technology platform.
4
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Company Overview
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There are 650k renovation contracting companies and 82.8M homeowners  in the US, and nobody 

is happy  with the status quo.

● Contractors are stretched thin, and their focus on existing jobs leaves almost no time to 

manage prospects and plan new projects. For small firms, contractors spend over $43k in 

labor hours estimating each year, and frequently work weekends to do so. 

● Homeowners are often completely inexperienced when it comes to construction, making 

them dependent on overworked and unresponsive contractors for information. 

Unfortunately, estimates take weeks and are often completely lacking in detail. To get 

competitive bids, the process takes months. 

Contractors are overworked and the business side of their operations suffers, and unfortunately, 

homeowners depend on contractor information to make decisions. 

The Problem
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Meet Frank. 

Frank overhauls preconstruction by allowing renovation contractors to generate complete estimates 

automatically, in conversation with the client – all thanks to our proprietary questionnaire-based logic. 

With Frank, contractors produce accurate estimates effortlessly, and homeowners get access to clear, easy to 

understand proposals in just minutes. 

To see a full demo, visit our website.

● Frank reduces estimating hours from 18 per week  to just 3 hours per week.

● The $200 monthly SaaS fee saves contractors an average of $3,300 per month in estimating 
expenses.

● Homeowners can make selections in real time, and get detailed pricing and time estimates right 
away.

 

The Solution

https://www.frank-app.com/how-it-works
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With our prototype in use at FD Building, we have found that Frank reduces the time needed to 

produce a full proposal from an average of 6 hours down to 1 hour. In addition, Frank’s onsite 

ballpark eliminated the risk of wasting time on tire kickers because prospects were shown accurate 

pricing right away. Frank also allows contractors to be first to bid – often by a factor of weeks 

– allowing for a higher project win rate. Finally, the polished, repeatable process enabled by Frank 

represents a new level of professionalism for the industry, and makes it possible for less experienced 

employees to conduct estimates with confidence. 

Unique Benefits

Bye bye, tire-kickers, hello perfect match

Frank’s onsite ballparks allow contractors to vet clients with 
unrealistic budgets before putting in the time needed to create 
a full estimate.

Accurate, Repeatable… Scalable

Frank’s algorithmic approach to estimating means that 
contractors can scale their sales efforts with less 
employee training because Frank ensures consistent 
estimating results.

Open the (cash) floodgates

When projects get delayed so does a contractors access to 
cash. Frank facilitates faster cash flow through its built in 
invoicing and payment system.



Revenue Source Pricing

Core SaaS Subscriptions $199/mo + $20/mo per additional user

Invoicing Transaction Fees 0.5% per In-App Invoice

Affiliate Marketing 5% Commission from featured Appliance, Fixture, 
and Building Materials Vendors

Homeowner-Generated Leads $100 per Lead

Frank’s software opens up a number of significant new revenue streams while we increase ASP on 
the core SaaS product through new feature releases. 

■ First, Frank will charge transaction fees through an invoicing and payment system based on 
the proposals the software generates. 

■ Second, by enabling clients to choose specific appliances, fixtures, and finishes during the 
questionnaire, Frank becomes attractive to advertisers looking to get their products in front of 
customers at the point of sale. 

■ Finally, our questionnaire tech will allow homeowners to do basic renovation estimates at 
home, allowing our network of contractors to purchase pre-vetted, pre-estimated jobs. Our 
detailed estimates mean that unlike competitors, Frank can sell actual projects – not just 
vague leads.

Business Plan
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Explanation of  Revenue Streams

Business Model
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Financials

Combined Revenue Projections

SaaS Subscriptions

Invoicing Features

Appliance Commissions

Lead Purchases

9

Key Assumptions:
■ Leads are purchased by 20% of 

subscribers at an avg. of 5/month with 
ASP of $100/lead.

■ Appliance commissions occur on 
10-20% jobs with avg # of appliances at 
1.73/job with avg. commission value of 
$50.

■ Transaction fees of 1% assessed on 50% 
of won jobs with avg job value at 
$15,000.

■ Core Subscription 5 yr avg. ASP/month 
of $174 including free trial periods.

$54.2M

$18.6M

$55.8M

$77.5M

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

*These are forward-looking projections that cannot be guaranteed.
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Financials
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2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

# Users 873 3568 12268 24039 30788

Saas ARPU $ $160 $182 $215 $240 $280

# Invoices 4,421 22,398 77,659 179,830 247,077

Transaction 
Fee $ $663,186 $4,567,630 $16,076,035 $40,978,288 $55,777,983

Affiliate Ad 
Conversions -- 6,090 38,582 $163,913 371,853

Affiliate $ -- $304,509 $1,929,124 $8,195,658 $18,592,661

# Leads Sold -- -- 53,587 227,657 774,694

Lead Gen Net $ -- -- $2,679,339 $13,659,429 $54,228,595

TOTAL $ $1,134,304 $9,098,027, $37,207,449 $108,365,286 $206,069,211

Revenue Build Up

Key Assumptions:

■ Leads are purchased by 20% of subscribers at an avg. 

of 5/month with ASP of $100/lead.

■ Appliance commissions occur on 10-20% jobs with 

avg # of appliances at 1.73/job with avg. commission 

value of $50.

■ Transaction fees of 1% assessed on 50% of won jobs 

with avg job value at $15,000.

■ Core Subscription 5 yr avg. ASP/month of $174 

including free trial periods.

EXIT OPPORTUNITIES BY 2025-26

*These are forward-looking projections that cannot be 
guaranteed.
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Frank is in the construction tech industry, a sector that has undergone explosive growth since 2018. In 

fact, between 2017 and 2018, construction tech saw a 324% increase in investment from $731M to $3.1B.⁶ 

The industry has also seen a trend of consolidation through acquisition, with Autodesk acquiring Plangrid 

and Building Connected ($875M and $275M, respectively) and Procore acquiring 6 construction software 

companies within the past 2 years.⁷ After a long period of slow adoption, the multi-trillion dollar 

construction industry is finally integrating new technology into time-tested practices.

Within this sector, Frank is positioned specifically in the residential renovation market, which is itself a 

$450B industry with over 650,000 contracting companies in the US. Software competition is less 

entrenched in this sector because it is smaller and more specialized in its processes compared to larger 

scale builders. Even so, the market is more than substantial, underserved by tech, and ripe for innovation.

Frank’s Industry
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Target Audiences

Renovation Contractors - 650k Companies

This is Frank’s primary market. Most renovation 

contractors are small business owners with 10 or 

fewer employees.  They are generalists who plan 

and estimate projects in-house, and self-perform or 

hire subcontractors for jobs on an as-needed basis. 

Frank enables these contractors to find quality 

clients, quickly vet them, plan project budgets and 

schedules, and even produce invoices. The large 

customer bases of Houzz, HomeAdvisor, 

Buildertrend, and CoConstruct proves  that SaaS is 

becoming more widely understood and accepted 

by this market over time. 

Interior Designers - 115k Companies

A secondary customer group for Frank’s SaaS 

offering, Interior Designers are often the first point of 

contact for homeowners planning a remodel. With 

Frank, they no longer have to wait to hear pricing 

from contractors before giving an estimate to a 

client, and they can start the process of selecting 

appliances, fixtures, and finishes immediately.



Architects - 68k companies

Architecture firms specializing in homes have 

also expressed a strong desire to use Frank. While 

most homeowners begin projects with 

contractors, larger builds often require scenario 

planning and estimating at an earlier stage, 

leaving architects in the unenviable position of 

seeking out hypothetical bids to projects that 

don’t exist yet.

Business Plan
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Target Audiences

Homeowners - 82.8 Million

9/10 Homeowners plan to remodel at some point*, 

but most don’t know where to begin, and they face 

opaque pricing and unprofessional contractor 

consultations. When hiring a Frank contractor, 

homeowners benefit from timeliness, transparency, 

and professionalism. Frank’s questionnaire will 

eventually allow homeowners themselves to create 

preliminary estimates on their own project ideas at 

a level of detail unheard of today.

*https://www.trulia.com/research/remodeling-on-the-rise/
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Go to Market 
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Frank’s target market, while large and enticing, is diffuse and somewhat conservative with tech adoption. 

This is why we have devised a multi-pronged GTM strategy to find contractors both on and offline. Starting 

with a top-down approach, we will begin by targeting larger renovation contractors to build a strong 

brand presence before moving on to smaller companies with fewer than 4 employees. All target 

companies are considered SMB, and our trial, sales, and support processes will be largely touchless. 

The common thread is that contractors trust other contractors, 
and we aim to harness the power of that trust.

Trade Groups: Because we are contractors ourselves, we are insiders in a number of industry trade 

groups and have unique access to over 50,000 members.

Platform Integrations: Larger construction software firms – like Procore and BuilderTrend – have 

marketplaces for construction professionals to discover complementary software integrations. This 

provides a venue for Frank to be seen by over a million contractors who already purchase software.

Social Influencers: As in nearly all industries, there are notable contractors and tool reviewers with 

hundreds of thousands of followers on social media. We plan to get Frank mentioned or reviewed by as 

many of them as possible. We have already secured one agreement with an instagram influencer called 

Tool Box Buzz, with an estimated reach of 188,000 followers, and they have reviewed Frank’s on their 

channel.

Social Media and Adwords: Frank has begun advertising through LinkedIn, Instagram, and Google 

Adwords. This has already led to hundreds of contractors signing up to “be the first to get Frank” with 

minimal ad spend. 

Free Trials and Referrals: In addition to offering a free trial month for contractors to understand the 

dramatic improvements Frank makes possible, we are also offering an additional free month of use for 

any contractor whose referral yields a new paying customer. 

Projected Ad Spend: $120,625 in 2021; $240,976 in 2022.
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Go to Market 
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LTV

CAC

$37,185

Projected CAC and LTV

LTV Ratios

Key Assumptions: Derived from researched CPC in our market using Adwords. CPC range 
$3.75-$2.75. Conversions assumed 3%-8% over time with bell curve type efficiency as 
majority target reached. Marketing overhead also factored in with 2 senior saleries + 10% of 
total gross as budget.

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

*These are forward-looking projections that cannot be guaranteed.
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Renovations are a double-sided marketplace where pleasing both contractors and 

homeowners is integral to our success.

For contractors, Frank competes both with lead generation tools and estimating 

tools. This positioning is unique because Frank is truly the only automatic estimating 

tool where the contractors logic and pricing is already built in - where other tools 

simply digitize the work, Frank does the work for you. And because of that, lead vetting 

is a breeze. Frank puts numbers out so quickly that contractors no longer have to 

waste time chasing bad leads. 

For Homeowners, the clarity and immediacy of Frank bids is singular. Houzz offers 

solid DIY planning, but users start from square one when real contractors get involved. 

Not so with Frank, which produces a detailed pricing breakdown and schedule on the 

spot.

Frank’s 
Positioning

Pro-Grade Project 
Planning

No 
Project-Specific 

Info

Get an 
Estimate 

On the 
Spot

Wait 
Weeks for 

Bids

FOR HOMEOWNERS: UNPRECEDENTED EMPOWERMENT

Automatically Builds 
Estimates For You

Manually Estimate 
Line by Line

Qualify 
Client Leads 

in Minutes

Every Lead 
Starts Cold

FOR CONTRACTORS: HUGE TIME & MONEY SAVINGS



ClearEstimates and Houzz Pro are estimating solutions competing for the same 

market as Frank. They work by allowing contractors to create generic templates 

for certain project types that they can reuse. Frank can do this too, but our mobile 

questionnaires also allow contractors to automate a base estimate for the exact 

project they’re working on, not a generic template. In addition, Frank is the only 

one that allows for labor pricing adjustments, which makes editing our database 

incomparably faster and easier.

Houzz and HomeAdvisor will compete with Frank directly in selling customer 

leads to general contractors. While these companies are large and well 

established, they also have an extremely poor reputation among contractors for 

overselling leads of terrible quality. Frank’s questionnaire system will allow 

homeowners to see realistic ranges for their actual plans, meaning they can 

effectively vet themselves before Frank sells the leads to its subscriber network. 

BuilderTrend and CoConstruct are the most ubiquitous SaaS solutions for 

renovation contractors.* Unlike Frank, however, they are geared toward managing 

projects during construction – not preconstruction, which is why Frank could be a 

strong integration partner or even an acquisition target for one of these 

companies to offer solutions that span the entire lifecycle of a project. 

Business Plan

Competitive Landscape
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It is important to differentiate between 

software that complements Frank’s 

capabilities, industry non-competitors, 

and direct competitors in the space.

Direct 
Competitors

Complementary 
Software

* On 2/24/21, Buildertrend announced a purchase of CoConstruct, creating a dominant player in the project management space - but not precon.

Most dedicated construction estimating and material takeoff software (Bluebeam, 

ProEst, PlanSwift et al.) are designed to work with architectural drawings. One of 

Frank’s key advantages is that it recognizes that the vast majority of home 

renovations begin on-site, in conversation with the client – not with architectural 

drawings. This is why our questionnaire system is a much better fit for renovation 

contractors.

Xactimate also offers a pricing tool that is an industry standard for insurance 

companies. These prices, however, are not designed to assist contractors in cost 

based estimating – they are designed for insurers to help drive down contractor 

prices. 

Industry 
non-competitors
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Frank’s Differentiation

Frank will also be hard for other industry players to imitate. 

Questionnaire IP Proprietary logic Stuck competition

Frank fills well known market needs, and does so in a way that 

no competitor can. In fact, Frank is the only solution that:

■ Creates a polished ballpark to qualify clients on-site.

■ Builds a detailed, editable proposal automatically.

■ Employs a pricing database that learns as you go.

We plan to pursue a patent 

on questionnaire-based 

estimating. No other 

company has a system 

remotely comparable to ours, 

and it is completely tailored 

to the reality live renovation 

estimating.

The backend logic tying the 

questionnaire to our labor 

and pricing database is 

proprietary and based on 

decades of experience. We 

have created a pricing 

database uniquely structured 

to work with our questionnaire 

system.

Competitors are already locked 

into using less complete 

databases that offer far weaker 

editability (users edit individual 

line items rather than overarching 

labor prices). This is why most 

competitor databases aren’t 

used by contractors.
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Strategic Roadmap

We envision a world where contractors and homeowners 
are on the same page every step of the way, and where 
all tedious office work is automated. 

Here’s how we get there.

Description
Frank will begin by focusing on 

pro-grade tools for 
contractors that also improve 

the homeowner experience 
downstream. 

Description
With a network of contractors 
using Frank, we can open up 
ultra-detailed self-estimating 

for homeowners with a 
“walled garden” end-to-end 

UX.

Description
Ultimately, Frank will become THE 

collaboration portal for 
renovations, enabling estimating 

and hiring without home visits, 
and on-site material and 

appliance purchasing.

Pro Contractor Tools Collaborative ToolsHomeowner Tools

+

PHASE 1 | 2021-2022 PHASE 2 | 2023 PHASE 3 | 2024 >

SAAS + INVOICING LEAD GENERATION PORTAL & MARKET

Revenue unlocked
SaaS and transaction-based 

revenue from invoicing.

Revenue unlocked
“Job Won” Lead purchasing.

Revenue unlocked
Fixture, finish, and appliance 

marketplace
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Recent Acquisitions in Construction Tech

$275M$875M $161.6M $1.2B>$500M$30-40M

● From 2017 to 2018, funding for construction tech startups increased from $231M to nearly 
$3.1B, hugely outpacing VC investment growth overall.

● The industry has been rapidly consolidating, with major players buying up smaller firms in 
an effort to better serve specific segments of the construction ecosystem (see above 
graphic).

● McKinsey predicts further acceleration in contech adoption amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.

● Update: as of Feb. 2021, Buildertrend announced the acquisition of CoConstruct for an 
undisclosed sum in a deal funded by Bain Capital and HGGC, marking a major acquisition in 
the renovation space.

Construction Tech is Booming

Sources: https://techcrunch.com/2019/02/16/investor-momentum-builds-for-construction-tech/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/02/16/investor-momentum-builds-for-construction-tech/
https://www.contractormag.com/technology/software/article/21156128/buildertrend-acquires-coconstruct

https://techcrunch.com/2019/02/16/investor-momentum-builds-for-construction-tech/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/02/16/investor-momentum-builds-for-construction-tech/
https://www.contractormag.com/technology/software/article/21156128/buildertrend-acquires-coconstruct
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● Recent exits have gone for 6-8x revenue and $10-$15k per user.

● At 1% market share (6,500 users, $30M ARR), Frank could command an exit value of 
$65M-180M at the low end and $97.5M-$240M at the high end.

● Based on our projections, we will achieve these values less than 3 years after launch.

Plausible Exit Value

Ivy Angies List Plan Grid Building 
Connected

Honest 
Buildings Viewpoint

Seed Round $2.9M $3.5M $1.1M $2.2M $2.0M -- $1.9 - $2.9M

Seed Investors

NfX
Pintago

Disruptive 
Technology

e.ventures
yCombinator 

Initialized 
Capital

HomeBrew 
Freestyle

Brick & Mortar

Rockport 
Capital

Capital 
Innovations

Private 
Investors

(pre-seed)

Total VC 
Funding $2.9M $182.6M $69.1M $52.7M $49.7M $240.0M TBD

Lead VCs --
Battery 

Ventures Saints 
Capital

Sequoia 
Northgate

Tenaya
Lightspeed -- -- TBD

Exit Value $30-40M $500M $875M $275M $162M $1,200M $75-180M

ARR -- $72.5M $100.0M <$10M -- $200.0M $30.0M

# Users 2,400 55,000 12,000 700,000 -- 8,000 6,500

EV/Rev -- 6.9x 8.8x 27.5x -- 6.0x 6-8x

EV/User $ 15,000 $ 9,000 $ 73,000 $ 400 -- $ 150,000 $10-15,000

BASED ON YR3 EXIT

*These are forward-looking projections that cannot be guaranteed.
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Frank’s Key AdvantagesInvestment Opportunity

$1.2M-$2.5M
SEED ROUND 60% - ENGINEERING 40% - SALES & 

MARKETING 

*Detailed financial plan available upon 
request.

Frank is currently seeking $1.2M - $2.5M  in Seed funding to complete a 

market-ready product and acquire our first 500 customers.

Funds raised 
to date:

Current Round

$410k+

General 
Launch  
Frank 

Estimator
& Invoicing 

JA
N. 2

020

JU
N. 2

022

Sign Up
500 

Companies
& 4000  

Invoices 

JA
N. 2

022

Alpha MVP 
Built & 
Deployed

Contractor 
Demos & Price 

Validation

Waitlist Hits 250 
– Pre-sales 

Began

Crowdfund 
Begun - $122K 
Raised So Far

$300K+ Raised 
Pre-Seed

Nationwide 
Beta Testing 

NOV. 2
021
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Why invest in Frank?

With Frank, investors have the chance to get 

in on the ground floor with a company that’s 

positioned to grow into a leading innovator in 

the booming world of construction tech. With 

construction being one of the least 

technologized industries globally, we are 

witnessing the beginning of a tech revolution 

in one of the world’s most valuable sectors. 

Frank is also built for contractors, by 

contractors. We understand the market 

because we are the market. We have shown 

product demonstrations to countless 

renovators, and we have yet to find a single 

one that doesn’t want to begin using the 

Frank immediately. That’s because Frank is 

the only software that understands how 

industry pros actually estimate and conduct 

sales, and contractors universally 

understand this when they see the product. 

We’re looking forward to working with you in 

accelerating Frank’s growth to become a 

dominant player in construction tech – and 

to make life better for all parties involved in 

home renovations.

23

zach@frank.build

www.frank.build
Want to talk?

mailto:zach@frank.build
http://www.frank-app.com/investors

